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0 of 0 review helpful Good for concentrating on audio By Ron Rade Jr This is my second Griddlers bound puzzle 
book I got this so I could do the puzzles quickly during meetings so I can focus on the speaker i am an auditory learner 
and the math and pencil action help me focus I do not do the puzzles specifically for the picture so all of the volumes 
are equally satisfactory to me I like how the puzzles are laid out Griddlers logic puzzles also known as Picross or 
Nonograms are picture logic puzzles in which cells in a grid have to be colored or left blank according to numbers 
given at the side of the grid to reveal a hidden picture Some people compare Griddlers to Sudoku However the 
Griddlers puzzles always reveal a nice image as a result This book consists of 143 single Griddlers 4 Multi Griddlers 
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and 4 Triddlers The solutions of the puzzles appear at the end 
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